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THEBIGTRIP.COMsm OFFERS DREAM TRAVEL JOB, TRAVELLING 
THE UNITED STATES, WITH A $50,000-12 WEEK SALARY 
TheBigTrip.comsm is offering a position video-blogging a trip around the U.S. visiting top 

adventure travel destinations. 
 

Detroit, Michigan – August 3, 2009,---- TheBigTrip.com is offering a job travelling the United States for 
12 weeks, with a $50,000 salary. The applicant chosen will travel to various tourist destinations, video 
blogging their adventures. The website is looking to revolutionize the adventure travel industry. 
 
After the November 1st deadline, one applicant will be chosen from a pool of thousands for the job of a 
lifetime. For twelve weeks, the selected applicant will traverse the United States in search of exhilarating 
adventures and captivating travel destinations. The entire experience will be documented by the selected 
applicant and aired for millions of viewers on TheBigTrip.com. Each webisode will include interactive links 
to travel information about each destination. Viewers will also be able to review exclusive details about 
each location in real time, and discover valuable resources for planning a trip of their own.  
 
The Couture-Abro Group will be paying all of the travel expenses as well as offering a generous salary, 
benefits, and an array of high tech electronics to use along their three month cross-country journey. 
 
Beginning June 20, 2009, interested applicants for this job of a lifetime will be able to apply at 
TheBigTrip.com by filling out an application and uploading a video resume about themselves. Finalists will 
be contacted in the fall and may be asked to participate in additional interviews. 
 
The site is anticipated to draw audiences from all over the world. “We are aiming to innovate online travel 
shopping and information about destinations. The rest of the world needs to see firsthand how many 
great destinations The United States has to offer,” stated Amar Abro, Co-Founder of The Couture-Abro 
Group. 
 
ABOUT THE COUTURE-ABRO GROUP, LLC 
Established in 2008, The Couture-Abro Group, LLC strives to be one of the most innovative travel 
marketing firms in the industry. Based in Detroit, MI, the firm has been expanding rapidly since its 
inception and is currently working with state universities and tourism boards to help strengthen the views 
of tourism in The United States.  
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